




Professional audio systems that adapt to any kind of need such as small, medium and large events reaching any power 
threshold required without ever failing in quality. Our systems are the best brands on the market and the sound pro scene.

Audio Equipment



Musicians often travel with their guitars, drum sticks or however free from any”baggage” or bulky tools. For us it is common 
practice to rent all those equipment, called Bakline, such as bass and guitar amplifiers, keyboards, battery sets and all the 
accessories connected to them.

Backline Equipment



Highly professional lighting equipment and are adapted to any type of need such as small, medium and large events. The 
wide range and the different types of products available to us allow us to satisfy customers even in the most particular ne-
eds.

Lights Equipment



Simultaneous, state-of-the-art translation systems that are easy to install and allow maximum freedom of movement for both 
the listener and the interpreter. We also have cabins that meet ISO 2603 standard requirements.

Simultaneous Translation Service



Wide range of wire and wirless microphones, in-ear monitor systems and accessories of the best brands on the market. We 
are able to meet the needs for all the various fields of use such as live concert, theatres, congresses and much more.

Wired and wireless microphones - In ear Monitor



Technical equipment dedicated to the world of disc, private events and where this type of equipment is required. We have 
top-of-the-range equipment available for all types of events.

Dj Equipment



Quality is a must when it comes to projecting images with a strong visual impact on large and small surfaces and in environ-
ments that host many people. If, in particular, the objective is to impress and imprint immediate messages in the memory of 
its guests, nothing can be wrong. Video projectors are used, for example, during concerts, meetings involving a high flow of 
people, corporate events, congresses and public or private parties to project images, videos and presentations. We have 
multiple projectors, mediaserverver, projection (both front and back) and a well-stocked optical range.

Video Pro - Video Projection Equipment



Wide range of cameras, cameras and accessories such as batteries, stands and tripods and all the necessary equipment 
around a camera. We have equipment for every kind of shooting, for weddings, congresses, concerts, fashion shows and 
much more.

Video Pro -Professional Cameras and Acessories.



The Led Wall Screen is a very bright and well visible maxi screen even at distance and in Peno day. It can reach the required 
size thanks to the composition of several interconnected modules. The arrangement of the modules can be standard or can 
be assembled in scenographic configuration.
The videowall, on the other hand, is a large screen for indoor use that can reach the required size thanks to the composition 
of more LCD monitors with ultra-fine frames that, joined together, are modular at will.
An LCD Monitor is a single high-resolution screen of variable size suitable for installations where spaces are contained.

Video Pro - Ledwall e Monitor Video



A good director is at the basis of the success of any event, show or conference. We read and manage the best machines 
in the market, we have notebooks and tablets with Windows, Android and Mac operating systems.

 Audio-Light-Video Control Equipment



You write video mapping, you read illusion or augmented reality. A new frontier of the art that consists in projecting video, 
images and effects on real surfaces, obtaining spectacular 3D projection effects causing losing the perception of what is 
real and not. Video projection mapping is an advanced projection technique that transforms any surface into a dynamic 
display on which animations are displayed, images, videos and games of light that, being related to the surface on which 
they are projected, create situations of great visual impact. At Lion’s Service Group, the pioneers of the field in Sicily, we 
provide turnkey packages.

3D Projection Mapping



Small and large structures, roofs, fixed and travelling structures for interiors and exteriors, motorized structures, Lyer towers, 
Truss aluminum lattices, lifting towers, motor winches, advertising portals, choreographic totems and much more. We can 
plan and accomplish anything anywhere and in complete safety. In addition to the equipment and qualified personnel, 
we have powerful rendering programs for creating realistic photo projects.

Truss, Lifting Accessories e Rigging



The modular platforms are of different standard sizes and we can do platforms, stages, stands, walkways and much more. 
They are safe to static and dynamic loads, they can be mounted in internal and external locations even in the presence 
of slight slopes. To complete, we have all the accessories such as stairs, parapets, aesthetic finishes and telescopic feet for 
different installation heights. We have, in addition to equipment and qualified personnel, powerful rendering programs for 
creating realistic photo projects.

Stages and Modular Platforms



Sparkular is an indoor and outdoor fountain, no smoke, no smell, and is NOT a pyrotechnic product, so safe for things and 
people. Shoot sparks from 1 to 5 meters high with models both from facing up and top down. The machines are controlled 
by DMX or remote control. It’s a new special effects system for the world of scenography in general. Known as“Cold Fire” 
which uses no pyrotechnic effects, it has been created for all types of internal and external applications.

Stage Effect- Sparkular 



Co2: An explosion of icy air, pushed with an incredible propulsion, is a very engaging scenic effect, we propose it in two 
modes: pushed from the bottom by small cannons placed on the ground or shot by a real bazooka! 
Laser: A 3D laser show is a spectacular alternative to fireworks or other shows but at a lower price offering a spectacle of 
extraordinary impact on your audience. 
Low fog and vertical fog: powerful theatrical machines that create either a fantastic white cloud suspended from the 
ground or smoke jets similar to volcanic geysers

Stage Effect: Laser, Co2, Low e Vertical Fog



Confetti: Machine able to shoot coriander and petals. A suggestive scenography able to exalt any event.
Flames: Machines capable of generating flames from 1 to 10 meters high. They can be operated individually or in groups 
with sequences and scenes synchronized with music or other special effects. It is also possible to vary the colors of the fla-
mes and create physical movements of the flame.
Bubbles: Thanks to the machinery used in theater and television, we can produce thousands of soap bubbles. They do not 
dirty but transform the environment into a suggestive set.
Foam: The Foam Party is a scenic effect created by a machine that pumps a mixture of water and liquid concentrated in 
a cannon from where the foam is cascaded and both jet over long distance.

Stage Effect: Confetti, Flames, Bubbles and Foam



The flagship product for company meetings, the logo projector can be pointed on floor walls or even on the bottom of the 
pools. We can reproduce any custom-made logo with any color or simply in black and white.

Logo Projectors for Business and Private Events



If you really want to play with lighting, a light pattern is like a wallpaper. With a Pattern light we can change the setting with 
any slide of your choice and with any color. We can design your custom-made pattern light or take it from our default.

Projection of Architectural Pattern



Through professional architectural lights and projectors we enhance your location by highlighting the details and creating 
warm and evocative environments. Custom solutions and designs for any indoor or outdoor environment.
We rent LED Battery headlights completely Wireless and Smart for Private Events, Catering and banqueting, ceremonies 
and Events in prestigious locations. Possibility of remote control or DMX mixer.

Wi Fi and Smart Battery Up Lights



Exclusively new, a transparent stage is a special jewel in any reception, conference or meeting. A very thick and modular 
glass platform holds you as a suspension in the air. It can be furnished with chairs and flowers and is a memory to be immor-
talized in beautiful photos. Safe to static and dynamic loads, it can be mounted in indoor and outdoor areas and especially 
inside the water, even in the presence of slopes and gradients. To complete, we have all the accessories such as telesco-
pic feet for different installation heights. In addition to the equipment and qualified personnel, we have powerful rendering 
programs for creating realistic photo projects.

Infinity Stage - Transparent Stage



Leaf is a lighting fixture design wi-fi battery operated and“smart”. Reflects the simplicity of the elegance and strength of the 
company, open to novelties and experimentation. Perfect for rest areas and buffets, it has a single or full color LED lighting 
with dimmer that regulates the light source, so it is suitable for any type of installation.

Leaf - Wireless and Smart Design Lamp



JOY CLOELEO

MAYA INGRID FLORA

Lighting units design wi-fi battery and“smart”. Perfect for centerpieces, rest areas, buffets and hallways, they have a single 
or full color LED lighting with dimmer that regulates the light source, so they lend themselves to any type of installation. Our 
smart lamps, of different sizes according to the model, amaze and enchant at every occasion.

Wireless and Smart Decorative Lightings



Decorative lighting as streetlights, chandeliers, vintage suspensions and ceramic of Caltagirone. Our flush lighting is part 
of the decor of a hall or an open space. Suspended from a ceiling or from arched stands we believe can be an essential 
complement for buffets, centerpieces, relaxation areas and large spaces simply to illuminate the sign of design. We believe 
that the proposals listed here, through a good design, are essential for any space and event.

Wired Lighting of Design



The Vintage Light Sign with their 120 cm high and 60 cm wide each, are the details ready to make the difference. Your“-
great day” will remain imprinted in the memories of all and will be made unique by these impressive bright letters that will 
shine all the time creating that ‘dream atmosphere that you have always wanted. Extremely flexible, they can be placed 
anywhere and used as an original decoration, as a background to your wedding table or as a setting for your photo booth. 
Will accompany the most important moments of your reception, from the entrance to the hall, to the cutting of the cake, 
to the first dance.

Vintage Light Sign



Like Video mapping, it’s a new frontier of the art that consists in projecting video, images and effects on real surfaces, 
achieving spectacular 3D projection effects, losing the perception of what is real and not. We can project on any surface 
as machines, clothes and cakes on which you can view animations, images, videos and light games that create situations 
of great visual impact. We at Lion’s Service Group, provide turnkey package.

Cake-Dres-Car Mapping



Light sets made with light and/or colored led strings available in different types. Complete the scene our LED and battery 
candles, to be inserted inside suspended ampoules or along paths. We design and manufacture any kind of“starry sky” with 
and without support structures.

String Lights and Battery Candles

MINISFERE PIOGGIA DI STELLE GRAPPOLI EDISON VINTAGE 




